In D&T we will:


agree success criteria
for our flags.



make a fabric flag

using finishings to create texture.


evaluate our flag using the success criteria.

In computing we will:


use computers to present a report.



take photographs of people in action.



create a holiday brochure about Brazil.

In Music we will:


play samba rhythms.



play a samba break.



play an individual part within a group.



play in time with the group.



play Samba Reggae.

In Geography:


locate the continent of South America.



locate the country of Brazil.



describe some important differences that a visitor
to Brazil would need to know about.



describe some key features of Brazil’s capital city.

(2nd Half Term)

This half term we will be using the topic
‘Trading Places’ as a basis for our learning.
This unit is part of the Cornwall ‘Inspire
Curriculum’.
In Literacy we will:


use the features of description
including powerful adjectives,

In R.E. we will:


investigate the importance of the statue ‘Christ
the Redeemer’.



compare and contrast the promises from Noah’s
ark and from the Holy Spirit at Pentecost.



alliteration and similes.

explain the importance of promises, especially in
the story of Noah’s Ark.



comment on the language used in a poem.



create a rhyming poem.



read a variety of sports reports.



collect information to write a report.



write a report based on a sporting event.

In Art we will:



use verbs and adverbs to describe actions.





describe the events of the sacrament of
confirmation and say why it is important for
Catholics.

use oil pastels to design
our own ideas for

In Numeracy we will:

carnival costumes.



measure and estimate lengths in centimetres.



partition to add two 2-digit numbers.



find the difference between two 2-digit numbers.



multiply two numbers using counting in steps of

mix bright colours from paint.





see how Brazilian children dress for the

2, 3, 5 and 10.




scratch textures and patterns into our carnival
costume design.

carnival.

solve division problems by counting



in steps of 2, 3, 5 and 10.

notice the shapes people make when they dance.



create our own dancing shape with our body in

Count in 3s, recognising numbers in the 3
times-table.





write multiplications to go with arrays and use
arrays to solve multiplication problems.

a shadow to be photographed.


design our own carnival costumes.

